
FRUITLOGISTICA



CEAN GLOBAL

This is a family dream turned into a company that provides colombian taste,
color and smell to the world, with a focus on the privilege of the geographic
location and the extraordinary climate conditions that potentiate our lands.

Today with a representation office in United States and Colombia (Own plant)
and multiple business partners in different countries, we use the ERP Cloud and
develop own processes that will carry our company to new scenarios.

PRODUCTS:
Passion fruit
Mangosteen
Chontaduro
Watermelon
Lulo
Purple passion fruit
Rambutan
Strawberry
Pineapple

CERTIFICATIONS:
Global
Smeta
BRC

Apinilla@ceanglobalexport.com

DEPARTMENTS:
Cundinamarca,Colombia

www    www.ceanglobalexport.com
Yellow passion fruit
Melón
Papaya
Sweet Mango
Carambola
Lime
Blueberry
Mango
Avocado



FRUTAS COMERCIALES

This colombian company was founded on 1992, is pioneer in exotic fruits
trade, is highly recognized for the quality of their products that actually
arrive to more than 7 countries and 3 continents. The company produces,
commercialize and trade fresh fruits as Dragon Fruit, Granadilla, Banana,
Purple Passion Fruit, Goose Berry, Avocado, Mangosteen, Soursop, Tamarillo,
between others, and is in frequent innovation of products that can be
expanded to the international trade, while it gives focus on the farmers, who
make possible the operation.

PRODUCTS:
Banana
Feijoa
Granadilla
Soursop
Purple Passion Fruit
Fig
Lime

CERTIFICATIONS:
Global GAP 
Fairtrade
For Life

aura.chacon@frutascomerciales.com

DEPARTMENTS:
Cundinamarca, Colombia

www    www.frutascomerciales.com
Mangosteen
Passion Fruit
Dragon Fruit
Tamarillo
Goose Berry
Mango

B2B https://b2bmarketplace.procolombia.co/e
s/frutas-comerciales-sa-22698



JARDIN EXOTICS SAS

Born in 2014 as result of the union of the farmers
of Sudwest Antioquia, who took their passion for earth and
their intention of apport to the colombian rural sector
for creating a company that produces and trade tropical
fruits.

PRODUCTS:
Hass Avocado
Gulupa

CERTIFICATIONS:
HACCP
Global GAP 
IFS
FAIRTRADE  
RAINFOREST ALLIANCE

sareiza@jardinexotics.com.co

DEPARTMENTS:
Antioquia,Colombia

www    www.jardinexotics.com.co.



ORIUS

We are an organization based on technology that
researchs, produces, develops, positions, trades and
exports biotechnological solutions for farmers, aquaculture
and livestock producers, and for the environment
management, with less impact and sustainable production.

PRODUCTS:
Biotechnological inputs for
agriculture

CERTIFICATIONS:
Authorization for use in 
organic agriculture.

lauracamargo@orius.com.co

DEPARTMENTS:
Meta, Colombia 

www oriusbiotech.com



NATIVA 

We are a company specialized in innovation and performance
evaluation of fruit farms. Implementing our thought: "a fruit can
change the world" to the entire production cycle, from planting,
harvesting, and packaging to distribution at national and international
level. We have positioned ourselves in the market with service and
quality, hand in hand with excellent crops and raw materials. We
have reached a fundamental point to deliver optimal and reliable
products for our customers and consumers.

PRODUCTS:
banana
passion fruit
feijoa
strawberry
passion fruit
soursop
fig
lulo

CER TIFICATIONS:
GLOBAL GAP

FAIRTRADE
SMETA

javier.lopez@nativaproduce.com

DEPARTMENTS:
Cundinamarca,Colombia

www    www.nativaproduce.com.co

B2B https://b2bmarketplace.procolombia.co/e
s/nativa-produce-sas-27638

sugar mango
mangosteen
passion fruit
gulupa
cape gooseberry
pitahaya tamarillo



COLOMBIA PARADISE   

In CI COLOMBIA PARADISE, we offer fruits for supplying the
highest demand of the international market, under criteria of
quality, food safety, productivity and business harmony. We are
committed to the continuous improvement of the entire production
chain, achieving the articulation of the field and the industry under
principles of social responsibility and the sustainable development
of the region.

PRODUCTS:
Hass Avocado
PASSIFLORA EDULIS
Physalis Golden Berries

CER TIFICATIONS:
Global GAP
Grasp Rainforest
Alliance

calidad@colombia-paradise.net

DEPARTMENTS:
Cundinamarca,Colombia

www    https://colparadise.co/

http://b2bmarketplace.procolombia.co/es
/ci-colombia-paradise-s..s.-22805B2B



NOVACAMPO S.A.S. S.C.I. 

Novacampo is a producer and international marketer of Colombian
exotic fresh fruits. Novacampo, today thanks to the work of its
collaborators and its high-quality standards, has managed to enter
and sustain itself in a highly demanding market such as the
European one and to enter the North American market, where it
hopes to continue growing.

PRODUCTS:
Physalis Golden Berries
Passion fruit
Limes
Granadilla
Pitaya
Feijoa
Mango de Azucar / Sugar
Mango
Maracuya
Guanabana / Sour sup

CER TIFICATIONS:
Global Gap 
Rainforest Alliance 
CoC
Fairtrade info@novacampo.com

DEPARTMENTS:
Boyacá, Colombia 

www    www.novacampo.com
Tamarillo
Higo
Papaya
Guayaba

B2B https://b2bmarketplace.procolo
mbia.co/es/novacampo-sas-sci-
9106



Port of Cartagena Group

As a strategic connection center for shipping lines, the Port of
Cartagena Organization offers a competitive portfolio of maritime
port services. With two longitudinal piers at its terminals, it can
receive five Super Post Panamax ships simultaneously.
It provides container loading and unloading services for both
domestic cargo and international cargo in transit. It also handles
general cargo and vehicles, as well as special and project cargo.

PRODUCTS:
Port and logistics services

CER TIFICATIONS:
N/A

comunicaciones@sprc.com.co

DEPARTMENTS :
Bolivar,Colombia

www    www.puertocartagena.com




